Fullstack Engineer

Smartrenting
Smartrenting is the property management startup that pays your rent when you go abroad to study, work or just on
holidays. We take care of everything, for free! You can just leave without worries, knowing you'll find your flat just
as you left it when you come back!
Since its founding in 2015 in Paris, Smartrenting's revenue has been growing 200% each year, and we raised 1m€
in 2017 to keep growing at this rate in the future.
Smartrenting's strategy is to open a brick-and-mortar agency in each city we're present in. We are now leading our
industry in Paris, Lyon and Bordeaux, with 3 more cities opening later this year! We have the ambition to expand to
other European countries later on.
We're very proud of our diverse team of 28 travel-loving, young (average age is 25), talented and fun people. We
are working all together to help everyone realize their mobility projects.

Working with us
We have some existing apps running, to know more about our current environment, check our stack on stackshare!
-

We deliver value early, continuously and sustainably
We are an Agile team, but we favor continuous process improvement over any set framework
We collaborate with our teammates from Sales, Operations and Marketing to build the right thing
We use data and metrics to take pragmatic decisions
We focus on valuable work; the rest should be automated or outsourced
We build well-crafted software, with automated testing, pair programming, and code reviews

In your job at Smartrenting you will be working on our internal management tools (key to handling scale), client
facing apps, partner integrations as well as internal tooling.
As a full stack engineer, you will be involved in the whole product lifecycle, from the initial design, implementation
(frontend as well as backend), to the operation and support of the services.
As our Engineering team is just starting up, you’ll be able to have a great impact on how we work, but also help
define and evolve your role in the team.

Who you are
-

You know what it means to own an issue, you never say “It’s not my problem”
You have some knowledge or are interested in learning the technologies from our stack
You have empathy for your users and colleagues
You can work in English. Speaking French would be nice, but not mandatory
You understand that communication is your biggest responsibility as an engineer
You have enough professional experience to feel comfortable working on production systems and learning
new languages, patterns and architectures
You have fun with your work and your co-workers

What we offer
-

Compensation: 35 000 – 40 000 €
BSPCE (stock options)
Mentorship and opportunities to help you grow
Flexible working and work from home options
Fun work environment with an awesome team
Regular drinks with the team and company retreats

To apply, send us your CV or a link to your LinkedIn / GitHub profile at recrutement@smart-renting.com

